Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
Identification of active compounds or metabolite compositions on herbal plants becomes an important thing to get information of their metabolite components. Recognizing their metabolite compositions, it could be related to the other characteristics such as biological activities. They relate to the advantages and disadvantages of a sample to an organism. One of them is antioxidant activity that is to be a consideration so that a sample can be used as a mixture of foods or drugs.
A technique that could be used to identify the metabolites of a sample is liquid chromatography that is combined to mass spectrometry (LC-MS). LC-MS is a technique that can be used to split up the chemical components and identify the metabolites by using molecule mass analysis. In addition, LC is an easy-to-use chromatography type, aiming at splitting up the metabolites from the liquid sample. This process occurs on mobile and stationary phases in column of LC. Mass detector on MS, then, aims at detecting the amounts and the metabolite compositions from column in ion mass/charge (m/z) form.
The metabolite composition of a m/z could not be justified immediately, hence it is estimated based on molecule mass [8] . This indicates that a metabolite may be expressed on a group of metabolites. To identify the m/z effects to the biological activity, the evaluation of metabolites should consider these groups. In addition, the occurrence frequency of the m/z could be once or many times. Therefore, the number of m/z could be extremely more than the sample known as high dimensional data.
A method that could be used to evaluate these metabolite groups is group nonnegative garrotte [9] , group least angle regression: lasso modification (group LARS) [10] and group lasso regression [1] . The drawback of group nonnegative garrotte that is its estimation performance is not optimal for high dimensional data which is group LARS and group lasso can do. Group LARS is modification of LAR for group lasso has slightly different with group lasso estimation. Therefore, this research used group lasso regression.
Group lasso regression is one of lasso regression derivatives. Group lasso regression was introduced by [11] in 1999 and developed by [1] ||2 , shrinks some coefficients of regression exactly to be zero hence it performs group-variable selection. This research aims at performing group-variable selection on estimated metabolites of Curcuma aeruginosa (Temu Ireng) related to antioxidant activity using group lasso regression.
II. METHOD

A. Data
Data used in this research were a spectrometry experiment data [4] . The data consisted of the amounts of metabolite compositions (m/z) and antioxidant activity of Temu ireng rhizome extracts from three areas in Java i.e. Cikabayan, Nagrak and Tawangmangu. The samples were captured from each area. Data of antioxidant activity were obtained from Cupric Ion Reducing Antioxidant Capacity (CUPRAC) test expressed as antioxidant capacity μmol trolox/g extract [6] . Five samples of each area, then, were chosen based on their antioxidant category.
The metabolite information was obtained from LC-MS Water Xevo G2-S QTOF consisted of retention time, m/z and peak intensity. MZmine was applied to eliminate background shifting and noise on chromatogram. Afterward, retention time was removed so that the remaining were m/z and peak intensity information. Furthermore, the amounts of metabolite compositions were obtained from ratio of each peak intensity to the total intensity denoted as % relative area. The number of identified m/z were 43 with the total of the occurrence frequency were 535 times. The grouping of metabolites was performed based on the identified m/z. The used groups of metabolites represented to four secondary metabolites i.e. diphenylheptanoids, phenylphropenederivates, terpenoids, and miscellaneous as shown on Table 1 .
B. Group Lasso Regression
Considering the general formulas of linear regression, input data consists of an n response vector (y) and a matrix of predictors (X) n by p. In certain circumstances, we have (p >> n) where OLS estimation will not be satisfied. To overcome this case, [2] proposed an alternative solution by applying penalty ℓ1, , on OLS loss function. This technique is known as least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) regression that aims at minimizing:
(
Equation (1) provides some nonzero coefficients of regression on ˆ . On certain circumstances, the predictors are groups consisting of m different groups such as gene expressions and mass spectrometry experiments. This problem could be solved by group lasso regression as proposed by [11] and developed by [1] . Group lasso regression minimizes: 
where X (m) is the submatrix of X with columns corresponding to the predictors in group m,  m is the coefficient vector of the group, pm is the length of  m  ||.||2 is Euclidian norm, and  is the tuning parameter of shrinkage where the optimum  is obtained from cross validation.
C. Cross-validation
Cross-validation is a general technique to determine the value of  on lasso and group lasso regression. The value of  is to set and shrink the coefficients of regression exactly to zero and perform variable selection. One commonly used cross-validation types is k-fold cross validation. It divides data into k data set randomly. The k-1 data set is chosen randomly as training data to build a model and the data set kth as testing data, and then find out the prediction error. This process is performed for k = 1, 2, …, K and combine the K estimates of prediction error. Then the cross-validation estimate of prediction error as follows:
is the th model fit with kth data set removed and as the tuning parameter. CV provides an estimate of the testing error curve and determines the estimated tuning parameterthat minimizes prediction error. The quantity of k-fold cross-validation is moderately k = 5 or k = 10. On the other condition, for small sample size, other type of cross-validation that can be used is leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) where k = n [5] .
D. Groupwise-majorization-descent Algorithm
Solution of group lasso regression is obtained by using groupwise-majorization-descent algorithm (GMD), an approach that satisfies quadratic majorization [3] . The GMD algorithm is as follows:
1) For k = 1, …, K, computing k i.e. the largest eigenvalue of H (k) .
2) Initializing  .
Repeating the cyclic groupwise updates until convergence.
The GMD algorithm could be performed in an R package gglasso.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The value of optimum  that was obtained from LOOCV was 7,261 where the prediction error was 139,348 as depicted on Fig. 1 The estimations of the significance metabolite groups were shown on Table 2 as follows: 
